PRESIDENT REPORT (Kyla Rodgers) Kyla
- Mental Health Awareness Week: The event is happening next week. Please try to come to at least one event.
- Social event alcohol policy: One person had to be brought to Dick’s House after the semi-formal. We may need to offer drink tickets for events in the future.

VICE PRESIDENT REPORT (Christopher Carroll)
- None to report

COMMUNICATIONS REPORT (Maurya Pericak) Maurya
- Approve meeting minutes for January: Minutes were approved
- Blog post update: The blog is ready to go. Chris is going to set it up on the website.
- Next Skinny Pancake Happy Hour is on March 16th

FINANCE CHAIR REPORT (Edmundo Feris) Ed
- Report for February: There were only two transactions that totaled $98.
- John at Canoe Club wants to think of ways to approach grad students. He is going to meet with him after the GSC meeting.

ACADEMIC CHAIR REPORT (Juana Nantez) Juana
- Update on Nerd Nite: Two people are signed up. It is going to be in Collis on April 6th.
- Update on 3 min thesis competition; The event will be May 18th in the Life Science building.
- Maria signed up for IDtea but MEM told her they told her they wouldn’t fund it. Will need another volunteer.

SERVICE CHAIR REPORT (Evelyn Zablah) Evelyn
- Evelyn is meeting tomorrow with TDI to see what we are going to be sponsoring for Public Health Week.
- Undergrad service group is going to introduce us to their platform so we can use it.
- Geisel- Evelyn set up a meeting to see if we can cohost the “day of service” for next semester.

STUDENT LIFE CHAIR REPORT (Kaitlyn Connelly) Kaitlyn
- Going to try and push harder on getting involved in Pride Week.

SOCIAL CHAIR REPORT (Meridith Joyce, Bryan Neumann) Bryan
- Winter Semi-Formal was successful
- Bryan suggested having reoccurring GSC reps only volunteer once a year?
- Bryan also suggested combining the First-year dinner and Town hall meeting: do that for next year? Could save money
- Also suggested staggering Social Chair positions (vote twice a year one chair in May and other in Dec)? Chris isn’t here to discuss it but he would need to change the bylaws.
GRADUATE STUDENT ACTIVITES COORDINATOR REPORT (Preetha J Sebastian) Preetha

- Cupcake wars is next week. 6 people have signed up.
- Cheers and beers is at the end of next week.
- April 17th – Grad appreciate week. Open mic night

NORTH PARK REPORT (Perry Sheetz) Perry

- North Park Committee meeting: cost of swipes $3,500. Potential solution: could make a temp space for students w/ laundry? Housing survey implementation: 20-25 questions about people’s preferences. Each person will be personally sorted by their GA:
- Ice Skating? No ice so might not happen. We will do self-defense class instead
- Coloring with Kerry is an upcoming event for Mental Health Week.
- We booked yoga for grad appreciate week.